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Buyers Trust offers home buyers an alternative proposition for the investment of 
their property deposit, pending transfer of the property, that will provide them 
with complete peace of mind that their deposit is safe from phishing, and that it 
will yield a competitive return.

Buyers Trust is a financial services provider (license number 49092), licensed 
by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority, authorised to provide advice and 
intermediary services to consumers in regard to Short Term and Long Term 
deposits.



When an offer to purchase on a property requires the buyer to put down a deposit, this has 
traditionally been done in one of three different ways;

The buyer arranges for a bank guarantee issued to the transferring attorney;

The buyer investing the deposit into the real estate agency’s trust account;

The buyer investing the deposit into the transferring attorney’s trust account.

Buyers Trust offers buyers an additional option, similar to the first option 
above, however facilitated in a safer, more efficient, convenient and cost 
effective way than a buyer having to arrange for a guarantee to be issued with 
their own bank.



Where a buyer selects Buyers Trust on the Offer to 
Purchase we do the following:

We contact the buyer and electronically facilitate the
required FICA process. The buyer will also sign a simple
investment mandate, giving Buyers Trust 

instructions on the investment of their deposit;

We open a banking account with a registered
South African bank in the buyer’s name and securely
transmit the banking details to the buyer
(our customer) through our encrypted software;

The customer deposits the required deposit
amount into the bank account set up in their name, 
which is administered by Buyers Trust;

Once the deposit is received, Buyers Trust will issue a
bank guarantee in the amount of the deposit to the
conveyancing attorney, appointed by the parties to do
the property transfer.

Once the property transfers, we will
fulfill the guarantee, and transfer the
deposit amount to the trust account of
the transferring attorney;

We will then reconcile all interest
earnings due to our customer, close the
customers bank account and refund all
net interest to the customer, providing
the customer with a full reconciliation
of earnings and fees;

Should the property sale not be concluded,
on agreement of all parties to the transaction,
we will cancel the guarantee and return
the full deposit and interest earnings to
the customer.



We wish to partner with real estate to offer customers the option to make use of Buyers 
Trust and to educate buyers on the various options available to them for the investment of 
their property deposit.

Buyers Trust will provide agents and agencies with information, material, tools and training 
to be able to answer questions raised by potential customers. 

Buyers Trust, through its website at www.buyerstrust.co.za,  will also provide education 
and material to prospective customers. 

Buyers Trust will remunerate the estate agency for any leads that result in the conclusion of 
business with a customer.  The remuneration will be a percentage of the administration fee 
earned by Buyers Trust.
















